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The Duality of the Exponents of Free Deformations 
Associated with Unitary Reflection Groups 

Hiroaki Terao and Tamaki Yano 

§ O. Introduction 

In this paper we prove the duality between the two exponents of 
some type of deformation of an isolated singularity, called the D-duality 
here, and apply it to the deformations associated with the finite unitary 
reflection groups. This scenario has been mentioned by K. Saito [3, 6.3] 
and T. Yano [11, p. 8]. But this is, as far as we know, the first paper to 
prove it. 

Our motivation was as follows: Orlik-Solomon [1] observed the duality 
between the two exponents of some unitary reflection groups, called the 
UR-duality here. One exponent is defined as the degrees of invariant 
polynomials under the unitary reflection group. In [7] [8], H. Terao showed 
that the other exponents are nothing but the degrees of logarithmic vector 
fields along the set of reflecting hyperplanes. Our interest in the DR
duality led us to find the D-duality which is studied here. 

There have been some case-by-case explanations for the reason of the 
DR-duality, but, as far as we know, there is no general explanation for it 
so far. Although our explanation here is not applicable to all the DR
duality, one can intrinsically and rather generally explain the DR-duality 
in many cases by applying the D-duality. 

At first in Section 1, we review the concept of free and (GTQ)-defor
mations introduced in [10] [9]. Next we shall define the two exponents 
(c-exponents and v-exponents) of a weighted homogeneous, free and (GTQ) 
deformations. The D-duality between these two exponents is discussed 
and proved in Section 2. The large part of Section 3 owes to T. Yano [10] 
[11] who constructed deformations of an isolated hypersurface singularity 
associated with some finite unitary reflection groups. Those deformations 
,enjoy the conditions for the D-duality and thus explain why the DR
duality holds for some class of finite unitary reflection groups. 
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§ 1. The two exponents of a deformation 

We, at first, briefly review the definition of free and (GTQ)-deforma
tions. Let fa E C {Xl> .. " xn} such that 101(0) is a germ of an isolated 
singularity. Assume that 

is a deformation of 101(0): The coordinates of X and Yare 

respectively. Define 

x=(xl> .. " x n), Y' = (Y2' .. " Yk) and Y=(YI,···, Yk)=(YI> Y') 

for simplicity. Put 

!t(X, y')=I*YI' 

Then!t(x,O)=fa(x). Define 

(!J e,o = (!Jx,o/(a!t/ax l , •• " a!t/axn), 

where (!Jx,o is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X near 0; 
(!Jx,o~C{x, Y'}. The germ of the critical set (C,O) of 1 is (as a set) the 
support of (!Je,o' The direct image/*(!Je,o is an (!Jy,o-module and the germ 
of the discriminant (D, 0) is defined by the O-th fitting ideal of 1*(!Je,o' 
Define a C-algebra homomorphism 

such that 

Define a C-linear map 

(Ll) 

by 

s: C{x, y}~C{x, y'}=(I}x,o 

where 8 E Dery,o and [ ] denotes the residue class in 
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Put 

(1.2) Mo=imrpo' 

Then Mo is an lOy.o-submodule of f*lOc.o generated by {[gIl, .. " [gk]}, where 

gl=-l 

gt = (oj;joYt) E lOx.o (i=2,.' .,k). 

Let Z=(Ck-l, 0) with its coordinate (y')=(Yz, "', Yk)' Let 7r: (Y, O)~ 
(Z, 0) be the natural projection induced from the inclusion C{Y'} c C{Yu Y'}. 
Assume that [gIl, .. " [g kl are independent over (9 z.o in 7r *Mo' 

(1.3) Definition. The deformation f is said to be free if 7r *Mo is 
lOz.o-free with its basis {[gtl, .. " [gk]}' 

Let 

F: U~V 

be a representative for the germ f; U and V are domains containing the 
origins in Cn+k-I and Ck respectively and F(O) =0. The germ of F at the 
origin is equal to f. Let C be the critical set of F. 

(1.4) Definition. We say that F is (GTQ) if there is an analytic subset 
A of Uwith Sing(C)cAcC and codimu A~2 such that 

1. (o11jaYI)(F(p»=I=O (11 is a reduced defining equation for the 
discriminant) for any p E C\A, 

2. the germ of F at p is a deformation which gives a trivial family of 
a quasi-homogeneous singularity along the critical set for any p E C\A. 

Example. Since a rational double point is quasi-homogeneous and 
has no parameter, a deformation whose generic singularities are rational 
double points is (GTQ). In particular, any deformation of a rational 
double point is (GTQ). 

Let us return to a germf: x=(cn+k-I, O)~Y=(Ck, 0). 

(1.5) Definition. The germf is said to be (GTQ) if it is represented 
by a (GTQ) deformation. 

(1.6) Definition. The germfis said to be weighted homogeneous of 
type (al,· • " an> eb •• " ek ) E Nn+ kif 

YI - j;(x, y') 
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is homogeneous (of degree el ) when one defines 

with el>· .. >e/t. 

deg(xt)=at 

deg(Yt)=ei 

(i=l, ···,n) 

(i=l, ... ,k) 

Next we have to slightly generalize the exponents of a free divisor [9J 
which was defined exclusively for a divisor defined by a homogeneous, 
polynomial. Let h E C{y} be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type 
(el, ".,ek)withel>···>ek. Put V=V(h)c(Ck,O)=Y. Assume that 
V is free, i.e., Dery (log V) is (f}y-free. 

Let 

Then 0 is said to be weighted homogeneous of degree of type (eu •.. , elt ). 

denoted by d = deg 0, if 

or 

it=O 
for j = 1, ... , k. Of course deg (fj) is the degree of weighted homogeneous 
!tof type (eu ' .. ,ek ). It is easy to see that one can choose a free basis 
{Ol, "', 0 It} for Der y (log V) such that each 0 i is weighted homogeneous of 
degree dt of type (el, ... , ek) with dl < ... s:.dk. Then (du .. " dk) depends 
only upon V and (eu ... , ek ). 

(1.7) Definition. We call (dl + 1, .. " dk+ 1) the exponents of V (of 
type (el , •• " ek». 

(l.8) Rem~rks. 1. When V is defined by a homogeneous polynomial 
(i.e., (eu ... , e/t)=(I, ... , 1», the exponents above are the same as the ex
ponents in [9]. 

2. Because of the existence of the Euler vector field 

1 =0+ 1 is an exponent. 

(1.9) Proposition. Let p: A=(C\ O)~B=(Ck, 0) be ajinite holo
morphic map germ. Let C and D be the critical set and the discriminant 
respectively. Assume that P=(Pu ... , Pk) and that each Pi E (f}Ck,O is 
homogeneous of degree ei • Assume that D is free. Let (dl + 1, .. " d k + 1) 
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be the exponents of D of type (el, .. " ek). Then C is free and its exponents 
are also (dl + 1, "', dk + 1) of type (1, .. " 1). 

Proof Note that D is defined by a reduced weighted homogeneous 
polynomial of type (el> .. " ek). Let {Ol' .. " Ok} be a free basis for 
DerB (log D). Assume that each 0i is weighted homogeneous of degree dt 

of type (el , •• " ek ). By Theorem B in [9], we know that 01, •• " Ok are 
liftable by p and that {rIOl> .. " rlOk} is a free basis for DerA (log C). It 
is obvious that rlOi is homogeneous of degree dt of type (1, .. " 1). 0 

Letf: X---+Y be a free and (GTQ) deformation. Assume that f is 
weighted homogeneous of type (aI, .. " an> el , •• " ek ) as in (I.6). 

Let (D, 0) be the discriminant of F. Then (D,O) is free (Theorem D 
[9]) and defined by a reduced weighted homogeneous polynomial of type 
(el , •• " ek ). Thus we can define the exponents (dl + 1, .. " dk + 1) of D 
of type (el> .. " ek ) as in (1.7). 

(1.10) Definition. The c(coordinate)-exponents and v(vector field)
exponents are defined by (el-I, .. " ek -1) and by (dl + 1, .. " dk + 1) 
respectively. 

In the next Section, we shall prove the duality (D-duality) between the 
c-exponents and v-exponents. 

§ 2. Duality 

In this section we shall fix a free (GTQ) deformation 

of an isolated singularity. Assume that f is weighted homogeneous of type 
(aI, "',an,ej> ... ,ek ). Let (el-I, ... ,ek-I)and(dl+I, ... ,dk+I)be 
the c-exponents and the v-exponents respectively in this section. 

Note that el-I > ... :2::ek -I and 1 =dl +1 < ... ~dk+ 1. 

(2.1) Theorem (D-duality). The duality holds between (el-I, 
ek-I) and (dl+ 1, "', dk+I), in other words, 

are constant equal to el for i = 1, .. " k. 
Recall the definitions of Mo (1.2) and CPo: Dery,o--')-Mo (1.1). For 

the proof of (2.1), we need 

(2.2) Proposition [9, in the proof of Theorem D]. The sequence 
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is exact. 
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SOD 
O~Dery (logD)o~Dery,o~Mo~O 

D 

Since MliS!my,i!Jy,o/(Y') is a C-vector space with its basis {[gl]' ... ,[gk]}, 
the O-th fitting ideal of Mo is generated by a reduced equation Lf(y) =0 [9, 
the last Remark] with Lf(Yl' O)=y: because the operation of taking the 
::fitting ideal commutes with the basis change [6]. 

Define aij E C{y'}=l!iz,o (l~i,j~k) by 

~o(h(a/aYi»=[};gt]= I:~=1 aij[gij] E Mo· 

Put A = (aij)l:;ii,j;i k'. Then A is a k X k-matrix with entries in l!i z ,0' Define 

(/=1, .. . ,k). 

Then we have 

Thus 

(2.3) Proposition. The set {01> ... , Ok} is a basis for Der (log D)o. 

Proof We have 

~o (I:~=1 atla/aYj» = I:~=1 aij[gj] 

= [};gi] = Yl~O(a/aYi) 
=~O<Yl(a/aYi» (i= 1, ... k). 

O=~O(Yl(a/aYi)- I:~=laij(a/aYj) 

=~o(Ot) (i= 1, .. " k). 

This implies by (2.2) that {01> ... , Ok}CDery (log D)o. Therefore we obtain 

101, "', Okl=det(Yloi,j-aij) 

=y~ mod (y'). 

Note that 

([3, 1.5.iii)]) 

and 

Lf(Yl' O)=y~. 

From these we deduce that 101> •.. , Ok I is a reduced defining equation for 
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D. By Saito's criterion [3, 1.8.ii)], we have (2.3). 

Finally we shall prove (7.1). Since 

J"gj- L:~=laijgj E (8J"j8xl , ••• , 8J"j8xn ) 
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D 

and (8J"j8xu · • , 8J,,/8xn) is a homogeneous ideal with respect to the weight 
(ai, ... , an> el , .•• , ek ), we know that atj is weighted homogeneous of 
degree el-ei+ej of type (el , ... , ek). Thus (Ji is weighted homogeneous 
of degree el - ei of type (el> ... , e k). Therefore the v-exponents and the 
c-exponents off are 

and 

respectively. This proves the D-duality as desired. 

§ 3. Free deformations associated with finite reflection groups 

In [4], Shephard-Todd classified the finite unitary reflection groups 
into 37 types 1-37. Let G be such a group irreducibly acting a complex 
vector space V. Let £ = dime V. Recently the interesting numerology for 
the groups, called the UR-duality here, was revealed by Orlik-Solomon (I, 
5.5]: The two exponents "m/' and "n/' are defined for the group G. 
Then the numbers 

(i=l, ... , £) 

are independent of i when G is oftype 1, 2' (p = 1), 2" (r = 2), 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,32,33,34,35,36 
or 37. When G is defined on R (1(Ae), 2' (p= 1, r=2) (Be), 2" (r=2) (De), 
23 (Hs), 28 (F4), 30 (H4)' 35 (Ee), 36 (E7) or 37 (Es», one has mi =ni 

(i= 1, ... , £). In this case, the UR-duality is the self duality (mi +ne- i + 1 

is independent of i) which can be explained by using the Coxeter trans
formation. 

Let G be one of finite unitary reflection groups of type 2' (p = 1), 4, 
5,8, 16,20,25,26 and 32. In [11], T. Yano constructed a free deformation 
f of a rational double point whose discriminant is locally isomorphic (near 
the origin) to the discriminant D of the projection 

1t": V~VjG~Ce 
U U 
C D. 
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(See Table 1.) The critical set C of 1r is exactly the union of reflecting 
hyperplanes of G. The map 1r is explicitly given by 

where j;, ... ,Ie are algebraically independent homogeneous invariant 
polynomials with 

C [Xl> . , " xt]G=C [j;, .. ,Ie] 

and degj; < ... < degle. 
Note that 

mj=degj~-1 (i= 1, "', t). 

The deformation f in Table 1 is weighted homogeneous of type 
(ai, •. " am ml + 1, .. " me+ 1) in (1.6). Then D is defined by a weighted 
homogeneous polynomial of type (ml + 1, .. " me+ 1). Thus the c-ex
ponents of Dare (mj + 1, •. " me + 1). It is known that D is a free divisor 
[9, Theorem q. Let (dj + 1, .. " de+ 1) be the v-exponents of D of type 
(m j + 1, .. " me+ 1). Then, by (1.9), C is free with its exponents (dj + 1, 
.. " de+ 1) of type (1, .• " t). By [7], one has 

(i=l, .. " t). 

After all, the c-exponents and the v-exponents of Dare (ml> •. " me) and 
(nl> .• " ne) respectively. Thus, by the D-duality (2.1), the numbers 

are independent of i. This is nothing other than the UR-duality. This 
argument explains the UR-duality when G is of type 2' (p= 1),4,5,8, 16, 
20, 25, 26 or 32. Since nj = 1, one has 

(i=l, "', t). 

When G is defined on R, there are the free deformations associated 
with G thanks to Brieskorn-Slodowy theory [5]. In this case, the D-duality 
implies the independence of i of the numbers 

(i=l, "', t). 
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Table 1. 

type I deformation I {mil I {nil 

(P':I) I xre+YZHrxre-r +t2rxre-2r + ... Her I (i-.!h;~l~'£~:":i j 1, r+l, "', 
(£-I)r+l, 

4 I XB+y8+t4X+tS I 3,5 I 1, 3 

5 I X4+y3+toX2+t12 I 5, 11 I 1,7 

8 I X4+y3+t8y+t12 I 7, 11 I 1, 5 

16 I X~+y3+t20y+t80 I 19,29 I 1,11 

20 I X5+y8+t12X8+(1/5)t12X+tSO I 11,29 I 1, 19 

25 I X4+yS+toX2+t9X+t12 I 5,8, 11 I 1,4,7 

26 I x3y+y8+toy2+t12y+t18 I 5, 11, 17 I 1, 7, 13 

32 I X5+yS+t12xB+t18X2+t24X+tsO I 11, 17,23,29 I 1, 7, 13, 19 

Here the ti are the coordinates of the base space of deformation and the 
weight of t( is i. 
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